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There are just more and more applications available for Smartphone and Tablet 
running Android OS. They are using positions from the internal GNSS chipset and 
WIFI and 4G network that are not accurate (generally around 10 meters 
depending on the multipath environment, obstruction and the body of the 
operator that can block the GNSS signals) but for more and more applications, 
high precision positioning is requested. 
 
It can be either by using SBAS services such EGNOS or GNSS Network RTK such 
WALCORS and FLEPOS in Belgium. In that case sub-meter or even Float and Fixed 
RTK is obtained by survey grade GNSS receiver such the SinoGNSS G100, G200, 
T300, T30 and N5 IMU RTK by ComNav Technology Ltd. Shanghai, PR CHINA, to 
deliver cm accuracy positioning. 
 
If you want to use the G100 with for instance MapIt Application http://mapit-
gis.com, you do need first to configure the G100 to operate in Differential/RTK 
mode by using SURVEY MASTER application from ComNav Technology Ltd. 
Shanghai - freely available for Android OS devices – and then activate “Mock 
Location” function. 
 
Mock Location is a virtual GPS simulator generated by Android R&D to help 
developers using a Smartphone that doesn’t have a GNSS Chipset to check their 
developments.  
 
By enabling “mock location” your Smartphone will generate fake positions. If you 
allow SURVEY MASTER to be linked with “mock location”, then the external GNSS 
receiver will be used instead of the Smartphone GNSS chipset. 
  



 
In summary: 
You must enable “mock location” on your Smartphone to force an external GNSS 
to be paired with. Otherwise, the Smartphone will use its internal GNSS and WIFI 
as primary LBS device. 
 
To enable or disable mock location on your phone, you have first to enable 
developer option on your Android. By default, developer option is not enabled on 
any of device. Users have to enable the developer option manually. 
 
How to enable Developer option on any smartphone 
 

1. First launch the Setting on your phone 
2. Scroll down to bottom and select About Phone 
3. In the About Phone section, Scroll down and find Build Number options 
4. Now Click on seven times (7) on Build Number options 
5. After seven times tapping on it, you will see small popup message on your screen 

“You are now a Developer!” 
6. After this message, you can access developer option on your phone. You can now be 

able to access your mock locations on your phone and enable/disable it. Follow these 
steps to enable and disable mock location on your Android Smartphone. 

 

 
How to Turn Off Mock Locations on your Android 

1. First, Open “Setting” app on your phone 
2. Scroll down and select “Developer Options” and open it. 
3. In the Developer Options, Scroll down and find “Allow Mock Location” option 
4. Here you can enable and disable Mock Location using “Slider” button or assign Mock 

Location to a given app.  



 
 
Start SURVEY MASTER, connect by BT the GNSS receiver, apply for GNSS CORS corrections 
and check the settings to use “Mock Location”, then in the Device TAB engage “Mock 
Location”. A panel will pop up to summarize the necessary steps. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
SURVEY MASTER in the Devise Tab, allows to switch “Mock Location ON” and check the 
settings 
 

 
 
If the setting is not properly configure, “Mock Location” will refer to the Smartphone GNSS 
chipset with an accuracy of ± 10 meters. 
 

 



 
Now any application using the Smartphone location will get high precision GNSS fixes. 
 

         
 

   
 



 
Some applications however using API, are not connecting to the GNSS coordinates but well 
on the LBS coordinates and therefore location is based on LBS (WIFI and Telecom networks). 
 

 
 
And also consider the following:  
 

 
 



 
In summary, “Mock Location” is the mechanism to connect all Android apps to an 
external GNSS high precision receiver. 
 
Many thanks for your interest in our GNSS solutions. 
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